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Faculty Members
Exhibit Art Work
(LU N)—Three members of the
L aw rence
U n iv ersity
art
department faculty will display
recent works in a faculty art
show in Worcester Art Center
from Sunday, Feb. 27 through
Sunday, Maach 12.
On display will be paintings
and prints by Art Professor
Arthur A. Thrall, metal work by
Associate Professor E. Dane
P urdo , and a scu lp tu re by
Assistant Professor M artin S.
Emmanuel.
Both Thrall and Purdo have
exhibited their works extensively
in art shows throughout the
United States. Em m anuel, who
received his master of fine arts
degree in sculpture from Yale
U niversity last year shortly
before joining the art department
facu lty ,
displaye d
several
examples of his work in the Art
Center last fall.
T hrall specializes in prin t
making and has won more than 60
awards for his work. His prints
are displaye d in num erous
permanent collections in the
United States, South America,
Europe, Africa and the F ar East.
Purdo has also won numerous
awards for his metal work, and is
represented in such prestigious
permanent collections as those of
the Huntington Galleries in West
Virginia and the Detroit Institute
of Art, where he was awarded the
Founders Purchase Prize of 1963
E m m anue l’s unique sculpture
utilizes a variety of materials,
including plastic, metal, and
fabric. The work on display
during the faculty show combines
both gaseous and solid elements
in an in fla ta b le tr ia n g u la r
structure of fabric, metal and air.

abilities of many families due
to the economic conditions, and a
slight shift in the mean socio
economic status among the class
of ’75. Recalling a trend toward
hom ogeneity of background
am o ng
Law rence students,
though there is geographic
distribution, Mr. Nissen reported
that this year’s freshmen class
has
fewer
higher-incom e
families.
It is expected that the F in an 
cial Aid Budget will be balanced
by August 30, through continuing
a search for new monies. Mr.
Nissen pointed out that already
all but $25,000 of the over
allocation has been made up.
This situation should have no
effect on next year’s aid, other
than some consideration being
given those who could not be
granted aid this year.
I^awrence has increased its
Financial Aid Budget for the 197273 school year to include ap 
proximately $630,000 of gift aid, a
17 per cent increase. This in 
crease in funds is out of step with
a general trend among colleges
and universities of m aintaining
or lowering present levels of gift
aid fu n d in g , and in cre asin g
monies available through loans.

SENATOR H E N R Y JACKSON of Washington, candidate for
the Democratic presidential nomination, spoke to Lawrence
students last Wednesday afternoon in Stansbury Theatre.

Jackson Comes with Accordionist
Resurrects Old-Style Campaigning
by G E O R G E W YETH
Senator
and
P re sid e n tia l
hopeful Henry Jackson’s cam 
paign trip to Lawrence this week
probably made few inroads into
the student vote. However, the
U niversity
is not e n tire ly
representative of the state, and
Jackson’s campaign aides ex
pressed confidence
in his
prim ary showing, particularly if
he does well in the Florida
primary.
J a c k s o n ’s app earance
at
Lawrence consisted of a press
conference and a public speech.
A bomb scare forced a change of
venue from the Chapel to Stans
bury Theatre, but apparently
the threat was only a prank.
At Stansbury, the predom
inantly student audience was
treated to a good old fash
ioned political show: an ac
cordionist attempted to warm
up the crowd with songs and
ethnic jokes. At the end, a big box
of Washington apples ( “They’re
red but not subversive,” the
Senator said) was opened up for
grabs. Somewhere in between,
the potential future President of
the United States made a speech.
Senator Jackson’s performance
was not bad at all in itself; un
fortunately it seemed somewhat
in a p p ro p ria te for the group
addressed
Jackson was, of course, hand
icapped by the fact that he is
simply not the student’s can
didate in the first place: his
issues stances are to the right of
most of the other Democratic
candidates, and he must have
expected the audience to be
hostile to a pro-defense, antibussing platform
The issue Jackson spent the
most time on in his address was
the economy. His home state,
Washington, is one of those
hardest hit by cutbacks on space
and the SST; furthermore since
his foreign policy platform is
sim ilar to the President’s, he
naturally underlines all the more
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McGovern Student
Worker Comments

F in an cial A id Overspent,
S till $25,000 in the Red
l>v DON BRU N N Q U ELL
An over-allocation of the 19711972 Financial Aid Budget has
been made.
While this has caused some
d iffic u lty am o ng a lim ite d
segment of the student population
here at Lawrence, it is not ex
pected to have any long term
effects.
The Director of Financial Aid,
John Nissen, explained this over
allocation in terms of fluctuation
of both the student body and the
general condition of the economy.
As of September 1971, the
University was committed to
$618,953 of gift-aid, an amount
approximately $58,000 more than
the $561,000 available for this
purpose in the 1971-72 school
year.
As a result of this overallo c a tio n , w hich does not
become ac tua l over-spending
until August 30, 1972, certain
students, seeking aid, or ad 
justments in their aid packages,
after the year opened, could not
be granted that money.
This affected approximately
twenty-five people, in c lu d in g
about ten freshmen who received
‘less than regular’ aid, half a
dozen transfer students and reenrollees, and about a dozen
people seeking additional aid due
to change in their personal
monetary situations. All of these
people were offered loan-aid
from the University.
The over-allocation was ex
plained by citing a degree of
u n certainty under w hich the
p ro gram alw ays operates, a
change in the economic cap-
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his domestic alternatives.
However, while Jackson crit
icized the nation’s current econ
omic condition (a fairly safe
stand to take) he offered few new
policies to correct the situation.
Among those he did mention were
expanded public works — con
servation corps programs to
offset unemployment.
Jackson’s stand for “quality
education” without bussing was
guaranteed to win him little
app lause. He pointed out,
however, that of the Democratic
candidates, he was the only one to
have a child attending an in
tegrated school.
On crim e and defense, the
senator’s statements were just
about what might be expected:
against the former and for the
latter. He acknowledged con
siderable c ritic is m of F B I
director J . Edgar Hoover, but did
not com mit himself to either
re ta in in g or d is m is s in g the
septagenarian lawman.
Jackson’s campaign is based
on the hope that his ideological
position to the right of Muskie
and the rest will appeal to the
sizable conservative wing of the
Democratic party, the wing that
nominated Johnson and H um 
phrey. His biggest obstacle is
making himself well known to the
average voter, since he has not
had the national publicity of most
of the rest.
The ideal Jackson campaign
plan might be this: place second
to Wallace in the Florida prim ary
(he is not entered in New
Hampshire) and get his name on
the national networks thereby.
He comes to Wisconsin, builds up
recognition, and places well here.
As the primaries continue, he
begins to win as often as not.
If Jackson can prove himself a
vote getter nationally as he has in
his home state, he can hope with
some confidence to get at least
the tacit support of George
Meany, the king of big labor.

With these credentials from the
solid core of the Democratic
p arty , he m ig h t
win
the
nomination.
What kind of choice is it be
tween Richard Nixon and Henry
Jackson? This question is stated
seriously, not face tio usly ; it
might have to be faced seriously
by liberal Democrats and the
predominantly liberal first-time
voters between 18 and 21.
Jackson is not a carbon copy of
Nixon, nor is he, as anyone who
heard him speak knows, a Mc
Carthy or even a Muskie. He is,
despite his conservative image,
more liberal than the President.
He is not just another senator; his
hom e
constituents
thought
enough of him to give him a
la rg e r
percentage
of
the
senatorial vote than any of his
co m petition got: better than
Kennedy in Massachusetts or
Muskie in Maine.
Jackson’s liberal credentials
are not formidable, but he has
some. Although most of his
listeners probably took his claims
to be an environmentalist as less
than sincere, it is a surprising
fact that he is indeed one of the
Senate’s ecology veterans. He is
probably the only member to
have the John Muir award of the
Sierra Club, which is the most
strongly activist of the ecogroups. Of course, he probably
did not get it for supporting the
SST, but that vote is at least
partly explained by the fact that
the biggest cause of unem
ployment in Washington state is
layoffs from Boeing aircraft, the
contractor for the SST.
As far as labor is concerned,
Jackson is just about ideal To
them, at least, the difference
between Jackson and Nixon is
real enough.
But is the difference real
enough for all the voters who are
sup p o rting
M cG overn,
M c
Carthy, Lindsay, and Shirley
Chisholm?

Although funds are meager at
the present time, spirit is high
am o ng
M cG overn
student
workers, according to Woody
Woodrick, student coordinator of
the Wisconsin McGovern cam 
paign
Woodrich is a 1968 graduate of
Kent State U n iv ersity. After
graduation, he served in the
Peace Corps for two years in
Micronesia.
“ Most of the money is going
into the New Hampshire prim ary
right now.” Woodrich said. “ But
we’re confident that after March
7, the money will start coming
in.”
The best financial success thus
far, Woodrich noted, was in the
Madison area He cited the ef
fectiveness of those students in
that area, which was more or less
expected because “students are
good money raisers.”
However, Woodrich noted that
he was a bit disappointed in the
response from the student body
at Lawrence and other private
schools. “ From what I can tell,
small private schools haven’t
reacted as well as state schools,"
he said, although he was quick to
note that the o rg a n iza tio n a l
heads at Lawrence were doing an
excellent job.
As how M cG overn fared
throughout the state, Woodrich
felt that the South D akota
Senator was doing “quite well.
Although the national polls don’t
encourage us much, the extent of
the grass-roots organization is
difficult to see.”
For the campaign in general,
Woodrich admitted that Mayor
Lindsay would give McGovern
the biggest battle for the student
vote, citin g superiority
in
campaign funds as the m ajor
reason.
Woodrich also named Muskie
and Humphrey as m ajor com 
p e tito r s , but rem aine d o p 
timistic: “ We don’t feel that
Muskie’s unbeatable.”
The campaign has thirteen
offices throughout the state,
including one in Appleton, at 310
W College Ave. Anyone wishing
to work on the McGovern ca m 
paign at Lawrence should contact
either K evin P h illip s , Doug
Smith, or I^eslie Dickinson.

Jazz B and
Takes 2nd
The Lawrence University Jazz
Band placed second in overall
competition at the University of
W isconsin E a u C la ir e ’s F ifth
Annual Jazz Festival held on
February 18 and 19 This m ajor
victory accomplished under the
direction of Jo h n H arm on ,
highlights the first year that
Lawrence has ever had a jazz
band as a pert of its regular
program and also Ihe first time
that the group has competed
I^awrence was selected as one
of five finalists from fourteen
other bands from midwestern
colleges, and then along with the
first place band from the
University of Minnesota, was
chosen to play in a concert on
Saturday night following the final
competition. Participants in the
festival also took part in clinics
as well as the competition.
The I^w rence community will
be able to hear some of the
numbers played in the festival
along with others at the next
concert which will be held on
Sunday, March 12, in the Chapel
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Financial Aid Budget
Mr. Nissen, the Financial Aid Director, overspent his
budget for this year by $58,000. The university has made up
$33,000 of this deficit, and hopefully the remainder will be
covered before school starts next fall.
Spending university funds, however, and then trying to
find the money, is a bad policy to say the least. People will
attempt to justify this as the only means of keeping some
students at Lawrence, but this already has directly effected
the aid packages of twenty-five students and depleted
emergency funds. “ Blown budgets” only multiply Lawrence’s
financial problems; they do not solve them.
Next year’s Financial Aid Budget will be expanded to
$630,000. But in the long run, this will be meaningless if the
university cannot cover the present deficit and the financial
aid program goes in the red again.
Lawrence needs financial responsibility on the part of the
administration in order to continue as a strong academic in
stitution. It is too bad Mr. Nissen has not shown this.

Senator Jackson
The image presented by Senator Henry ( “Scoop” )
Jackson as he spoke here on Wednesday was unimpressive.
An accordion player is fine for a speech in Kaukauna or
Little Chute, but college students, especially those at
Lawrence, are looking for something a bit more sophisticated
in campaign techniques. The same can be said about the
distribution of Washington Delicious apples. Lawrence
students may not remember “ Scoop” Jackson the next time
they see Delicious apples, but they’ll sure know in what state
to get some good fruit.
Senator Jackson made broad use of his excellent
knowledge of the national economic situation; almost too
broad, in fact. He deftly skirted foreign affairs for the most
part, with a brief allowance toward his hope that President
Nixon will be able to obtain a cease-fire in Vietnam through his
talks with the Chinese. Well, we hope so, too, Mr. Jackson, but
what would you do as President if the Chinese are as stubborn
as they have always been7 What would you do to change the
draft, if anything?
In other words, Lawrentians are looking for a politician
who will give them all the issues, and keep from fooling around
with superficial, unnecessary entertainment.
With his stands on many issues as close to President
Nixon’s as they are, Senator Jackson will probably run well in
the Wisconsin Prim ary on April 4. But whatever favorable
showing he may make, it will most likely not be due to the
votes of college students, particularly those from Lawrence.

Lawrence and Appleton
Most students have a tendency to complain about Appleton
and its surrounding communities. Appleton has, however,
several distinct advantages for the setting of a small, liberal
arts college.
To begin with, Lawrence is close enough to Chicago and
Milwaukee that we can attend art exhibits, concerts, plays and
other events without a great deal of difficulty. Yet Appleton
itself is small enough to be without the major problems of
those large cities.
Not far to the north, there are still forests, rivers, and
lakes that have not been completely ruined by man. In these
areas, students can camp, hunt, fish or, if they prefer, simply
enjoy the scenery.
Despite the pollution from the mills and the foundries, the
streets of Appleton are relatively clean and attractive. A
m ajor shopping district is within easy walking distance from
campus and although the people of Appleton are fairly con
servative, hostility towards individual students is m inim al in
comparison with most small college towns.
Wishing that Lawrence were somewhere else will solve
none of our problems. Lawrence is in Appleton and we should
take advantages of the opportunities that are here

jH etteM . to the. CdLto* . . .
Letters to the E d itor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as
possible and subm itted to the Law rentian office no later than 7 p.m.
W ednesday evening. A ll letters thus subm itted and neither libelous t
no r in bad taste w ill receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the
righ t to m ake stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate
p rin tin g , w ithout chtinging editorial content. A ll letters must be. signed
but lumies m a y be w ithheld from publication for sufficient ctuise.

VIOLENCE
To the Editor:
Ultra-violence all through your
dre am s, you counter-fascistic
fascist pig commie gook. May the
worst scenes of stagnant headw hom p be fall you for your
suggestions of one-way mirrors
in art. Your editorial pap on the
cu rre nt c in e m a tic truths for
m an ’s eyes is just the patty-cake
they’re talking about. Have you
ever stepped on an ant?
—DA VID JON ES
ADULTHOOD
To the Editor:
The question of maturity in
your F e b ru a ry 11 ed ito rial
“ Adults at 18” is a subject to be
concerned w ith, of course.
However the conclusions reached
in the editorial seem to be very
shallow.
The writer of the article may
not be aware that 18-year old
m ilitary service is not the only
precedent for adulthood at 18.
The U nited States o rig in a lly
borrowed the age of 21 years as
co n stitu tin g adulthood from
Britain. In Britain however, a
youth was considered an adult
physically and emotionally at age
19. Since it usually took a male
youth two years to have the
necessary transactio ns c o m 
pleted on his deceased father’s
estate, he did not take full control
of his fam ily ’s estate until the
age of twenty-one. Two years are
no longer necessary to complete
such transactions. So -today wc
are victims of an antiquated law
In the past only adults could
vote. If eighteen year olds are not
adults as you imply we should
replace the word ‘adults’ with the
phrase ‘adults and those between
the ages of eighteen and twenty
one’.
In addition the editor’s com
ments concerning the military
service are questionable. Due to
the d ra ft one m ust serve
m ilitarily at age 19. In this case
one is not going in to ‘get himself
together.’ Rather one is forced to
fight a war he may not believe in
and did not have a voice in
deciding. How many veterans
have “ gotten them selves to
gether’’ in Vietnam to come
home, jilted by their sweethearts,
jobless, and mistrusted by some
of their longer haired friends?
Further does the fact that one
is 18 mean he cannot choose a
good m arriage partner or choose
not to get m arried'’ Most 18 year
olds have seen 18 years of
marriage from a close vantage
point. Surely they must have
learned something from their
parents. Females are considered
adults at age 18, males at 21 for
m a rria g e
purposes.
As
a
lib e rate d m ale, I feel this
inequality should be rectified.
Finally I ’d like to ask if the
author of “ Adults at 18” may be
speaking for himself rather than
for those nearer their eighteenth
year. In fact as one approaches
the golden age of 21 he might tend
to think that those younger than
himself are less mature and less
capable of being an adult. I think
that instead of the new measure
going off the deep end, the author
is the one off the deep end.
—JIM FOR BUSH
AGREEMENT
To the Editor:
I
wish
to express
my
agreement with and gratitude for
the brief ed ito rial in The
L aw re ntian of F ebruary 18
regarding the commissioning of a
musical work for the 125th an
niversary
of
the
school
especially the words “ it is
regrettable that, instead of using
our own talents, I^awrence went
elsewhere.”
The fact that none of the
composers of the Conservatory
staff was asked to create
something is not only regrettable

but, I ’m afra id , ty pical. At
present
on
this
cam pus,
creativity and professionalism
within the Conservatory faculty
receives little or no en 
couragement; indeed, the at
mosphere seems more and more
discouraging to such activity.
Witness the number of faculty
performances since September
(i.e., none), which should give
eloquent testimony that some
thing is seriously wrong.
May I take this opportunity to
invite the college community to
hear my latest uncommissioned
effort, a composition for flute and
piano, to be performed by Miss
Nan O rthm ann and m e on
Monday evening March 6 in
Harper Hall.
- R O B E R T BELOW
Associate Professor of Music
FACULTY DEBATES
To the Editor:
It occurs to me that Lawrence
is not using its most vital
resource to its best advantage. If
the goal of a liberal arts
education is to equip the junior
members of society to deal ef
fectively with the realities of life,
and if this is accomplished by
arm ing them with insight gained
from a broad base of disciplinary
thought and through a controlled
social environment, then this
arm ing procedure has not been
fully explored.
It seems to me that the vital
resource mentioned above is the
men and women who make up
its intelligentsia—the intellectual
elite who are acknow ledged
professionals in the art and
science of education. It is from
and through these individuals
that the junior members of the
community are stimulated. The
stimulation by and large takes
place in a classroom situation or
in a professor’s office on a
teacher-student basis. In either
case the student is at somewhat
of a disadvantage in this
relationship as he is in discourse
with an individual who, because
of his professionalism is able to
express himself more fluently
and effectively. There is always a
danger of sophistry in this type of
situation, although I ’m sure that
this is not the case at Lawrence.
I would like to suggest another
form of stimulation that would
com plem ent the trad itio n al
approaches. An encounter bet
ween the representatives of the
various departments within the
University presenting their world
views in response to any of the
great questions facing our
society, d have a sneaking
suspicion that some of the best
dialogue takes place behind the

closed doors of the faculty
lounge). An exchange, under
pressure, between peers ex
plaining and articulating the
areas in which they are in con
flict. I believe that this type of
encounter would be consistent
with the aims of a liberal arts
education. In fact, it would
display visually how the end
products of such an education
handle themselves and use their
knowledge under pressure in
response to valid points of con
tention. It would also give the
student a chance to vicariously
experience the interrogation of
his professor by a member of his
peer group.
Furthermore, it is hard for me
as a freshman to evaluate the
various claims made by faculty
members as I’m lacking the
criteria to make such a
judgment. How do I know that the
claim made by the Education
Department that our Psychology
Department is a “bunch of
behaviorists” is a good or bad
thing? How do I handle the
charge made by the Philosophy
Department that the Ad
ministration “ isn’t flexible
enough” in its approach to their
needs—a charge that could well
apply to any bureaucracy?
Needless to say, this represents
just a nucleus of an idea con
cerninga form of intellectual and
emotional stimulation. The
ground rules would have to be
worked out and a format
developed to take best advantage
of the encounter. I do, however
strongly feel that this approach
would bring a needed vitality to
the campus. It certainly would be
more interesting than listening to
a so-called expert on Sinology
<Donald Klein) expound on points
that any high school sophomore
could pick up by reading the last
six months of Time Magazine.
—P E T E R VOLLM ER
T R E V E R U R IN A L S ’
To the Editors:

At the end of First Term Trever
held a contest to find something
to do with the now obsolete
urinals on the second and fourth
floors. Some of the suggestions
submitted are listed below.
Run miniature flour mills,
Import dirty dwarves to take
showers,
Use them as wishing wells and
have people throw pennies,
Have an open bathroom and
use them to serve coffee, beer,
and soda,
Make a miniature Maid of the
Mist to sail around
Fill them with Jello.
We feel that others, perhaps
residents of Trever in the future,
should have some say in any
major bathroom redecoration
and, therefore, invite all mem
bers of the Lawrence community
to donate their ideas for urinal
de-obsolesence. A suggestion box
will be in Riverview tonight
during the dance.
Please contribute.
Trever House Council

OVER THE LUNCH-SMEARED TABLE
he hunches over the lunch-smeared table,
his three days’ grey
tobacco-stained stubble
almost tasting
the orange pekoe
in the heavy cup.
oblivious
in his heavy, once navy
overcoat
to the other lives
rushing past.
embedded in folds of skin,
stretched and creased
by too much weeping
and not enough laughter,
are listless eyes.
a lazy fly
alights on a dried pool of spilled coffee
and watches him
staring incognizant,
and finally hums away,
leaving him to
—DAVE D U PERR A U I,T

Campus Notes
Students interested in com 
puter study may be eligible for a
special scholarship provided they
prove financial need and if they
reside in the Milwaukee area.
Applications are available from
the Financial Aid Office.
—o—
G r a d u a tin g seniors
going
into
g ra d u ate
studies
in
psychology may qualify for a
special scholarship from the
W isconsin P sychological A s
sociation. Specific information
m ay be obtained from the
Financial Aid Office or from Mr.
Goldstein.
Joan Smutny will be speaking
on Wednesday, March 1 at 4 p.m.
in 161 Youngchild on the topic
“ Can You Teach C reative
Thinking?”
The Lacrosse Club will meet at
6:30 p.m., Thursday, March 2 in
Riverview Lounge.

Panhel Council
Sponsors Party
On Thursday, February 17,
Lawrence’s Panhellenic Council
invited a ll m em b ers of the
faculty and administration to an
evening cocktail party.
The party was held in the
Panhellenic wing of Colman Hall,
in which each sorority has a
room.
This type of sorority function
was more prevalent years ago.
The desire to bring sorority
members and faculty together
outside of the classroom situation
provided the impetus for the
revival of this idea.
E a c h of L aw re n c e ’s five
sororities has their own room
which is furnished as a large
living room. This arrangement
supplied an informal atmosphere
in which the faculty could move
from room to room to talk with
each group’s members. Some
expressed surprise that such a
place actually existed as many
knew little of sorority life or
functions.
In v ita tio n s were sent to
members of the faculty, the
administration, and their wives.
Each sorority made their own

hors d’oeuvres, and different
kinds of punch were served in
each room.
Both sorority and faculty
members were pleased with the
success of the party. Those who
particularly enjoyed themselves
expressed an overw helm ing
concern that a cocktail party
should be held again next year.
Speculation even considered the
possibility of having an all-school
open wing at some time in the
future.

The Spanish Department is
offering one term of study in
Mexico during the fall of 1972. On
February 28. 4:00 p.m. in MH 111,
Dr. Martines will meet with
students interested in this
program.
Tonight, F eb ruary 25 the
Trever House Council will
sponsor a dance in Riverview
Lounge from 9:30— 1:00. Six
m em bers of the Law rence
University Jazz Band will per
form Admission is 50 cents.
Trever Hall invites all m em 
bers of the Lawrence community
to hear Les Six at a dance on
February 25. 1972, 9:30 to 1:00
a.m . in Riverview Lounge. Les
Six is the Lawrence University
Jazz Sextette Plus One, con
sisting of Mike Hale and Jeff
P ie tran g e lo , tru m p e ts; Fred
S turm
and K urt
D ietrich ,
trombones; Dave Leonard, bass;
Tony Wagner, drums; and Paul
Jernberg, piano. Admission is
$.50.
Students who belong to the
United Methodist Church m ay be
eligible for a special scholarship
of $500. If you are a member,
please contact the Financial Aids
Office immediately.

OFF CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Sketches,
draw in gs
and
paintings by John and Faith
Hubley are now on display at the
Bergstrom Art Center in Neenah.
The Hubleys are makers of
animated films in New York.
There is no admission fee for the
show which runs through March
26. Hours for the Art Center are 15 p.m. Wednesdays, Thursdays,
Saturdays and Sundays.
The North C entral Ju d o
Association will sponsor its an
nual Mens’ States Judo Tour
nament on Sunday, February 27,
at the New West S uburban
YMCA, 124th and North Avenue,
Milwaukee, at 1:00 p.m. This is
the most important Judo Tour
nament in Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan.

H E N R Y THOREAU, portrayed here by Rob Ketterer, looks over the blades of grass in his
“ classroom.” “The Night Thoreau Spent in J a il” will continue production this weekend with
two showings at 8 p.m. in Stansbury Theatre.

SELF-SERVICE
2c Less Per G allon
^

10% off on In- Garage Repairs
for all Lawrence Students

Requirements: $1,000 to $5,000 Cash Investment,

' John's Standard
303 E. COLLEGE
Open Daily 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.

FOR SALE
’61VW With ’66 Engine
Also:

Imported and
Domestic Wines
to compliment your

S PEC TA C U LA R VALU E
D U A L " P L U S T E N ” S A LE

1 . Walnut Base
2. Plexiglass Dust Cover
3. Shure M -9 1E Cartridge
A $63.50 Value for $ 10.00 !
AP PLETO N
HI-FI C E N T E R
323 W. College 733-75 25

(secured by machines and merchandise)
good character, dependable auto, and 6 to 9 spare hours weekly.
Income starts imm ediately! We supply product, machines,
locations, expansion financing, buy back option, and continuous
professional guidance. If you are sincerely interested in ap
plying for this genuine opportunity toward financial success,
please call or write for personal interview in your area to :
Mr. P. H. Kennedy Sr.

AUTOMATIC MERCHANDISERS OF AMERICA
A complete selection of

SCUBA G E A R , complete outfit
731-2442, 733-4505

This month only. Buy a top
rated DUAL model 1218 for
regular fair trade list price of
$139.50 and for just $10
more you get:

SPARE TIME BUSINESS
Own your own profitable vending business. $200 to $600 monthly
earnings possible in your spare time (day or eve.). NO
SELLIN G. If selected, you will be servicing company
established locations. OU R COMPANY IS A S U P P L IE R OF
NABISCO SNACK ITEMS.

© 'h o t-

Fish sh

SUNDAY
DINNER

Batter-Raked Chicken
Cornish Game Hen with Wild Rice
Dressing
Roast Long Island Duckling
Corner Franklin &Superior

1002 Meadows Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 16205
Telephone 3t 7-545-7X61

A Short Trip To

DAIRY DIP
OPEN T IL
M ID N IT E
701 E. W is c o n s in
A ve.

7 3 Ç -8 8 9 6
\

Mrs. K offka Sees Toffler
As Mistaken Prophet
Mrs. Elisabeth Koffka, history
professor emeritus, delighted or,
at least, intellectually stimulated
over 40 people who attended the
Brokaw Sunday Evening Coffee
Hour on February 20.
Mrs. Koffka presented her
lecture, “Night Transmuted to
D ay” , a commentary on Alvin
Toffler’s Future Shock, from a
chair beside a crackling fire. Her
audience was seated on chairs,
tables, and the floor around her,
munching cookies and drinking
coffee.
She began forcefully by saying
she had read “that pink thing”
and that Toffler was another
“false prophet,” “ turning black
into white.” In Future Shock,
Mrs. Koffka continued, absolutes
vanish in smoke to be replaced by
relatives.
She described the book as
“swarming with examples of
m o b ility ,
tran scie nce,
and
novelty.”
Mrs. Koffka did acknowledge
that the idea of future shock is
logical, for the biosystem can
“only take so m uch.” Toffler
gives an accurate description of
our problems. However, Mrs.
Koffka m a in ta in s “ his co n 
clusions are just as messy” .
Toffler says m an has to adapt.
In m a k in g a d a p ta tio n “ his
religion” , Mrs. Koffka feels he
has eliminated free will and
common sense.
This super-industrial society of
the future will necessitate a clean
sweep of all traditional culture
and, with computers, change
men into think-tanks. “ Man as a
living phenomenon will cease,”
claims Mrs. Koffka.
Toffler describes the resulting
dead order of society as the only
way of survival, but also as a way
of great progress. In Mrs. Koff k a ’s view, the anti-Utopia
described in Huxley’s Brave New
World and Orw ell’s l!*84 becomes
Toffler’s Utopia. This is all the
more frig h te n in g , she said,
because Toffler’s list of auth
orities is great and his fan
tasy is already shared by m il
lions.
However, what Mrs. Koffka
emphasized as the root problem
of Future Shock is that Toffler has
lost sight of m a n ’s true nature. As
she puts it, “ His machines would
be an offense to anim als. Man is

not an anim al or object, but
between anim al and angel. We all
have a divine spark within us,
although God is not democratic
and has given some of us more
than one spark.”
She clarified this by discussing
the necessity of religion as a
projection of the divine within the
individual. Society today would
change for the better if man could
develop this inner life as great
people of the past have. Relying
on outer resources has gotten
man where he is today, not our
incapacity to adapt. This in
capacity is the effect, not the
cause. A synthesis of these two
resources, inner and outer, must
be achieved.
Mrs. Koffka ended on a positive
note by giving two examples of
how this synthesis can be
achieved. First was Charles de
Gaulle who believed that “life
doesn’t mean carrying one’s
suitcase to death, but freeing
oneself from it.” This is a direct
co ntrast to T o ffle r’s m obile
society. The second example was
a Fellini character from Variety
Lights who, in utter despair, still
helped a d ru n k a rd . “ T h a t,”
proclaimed Mrs. Koffka, “ Is
w hat love is ab out, s e lf
transcendence, and we must
reassert this or be lost as
hum ans.”

LU to Host
UW-O Trio
On Sunday
(LU N)—The Collegium Trio of
the U n iv ersity of WisconsinOshkosh will present a concert in
Harper Hall of the Music-Drama
Center at 8 p.m ., Sunday, Feb. 27.
The Collegium Trio, in addition
to frequent performances on the
UW-0 campus, has performed
widely in Wisconsin. It was heard
m ost recently in concerts
sponsored by Young Audiences,
Inc., in Fond du Lac and as guest
artist on a recent civic orchestra
concert in Sheboygan, Wis.
For their pe rfo rm a nc e at
Lawrence, the trio will present
works by Josef Haydn, Arnold
Schoenberg, and Johannes Brah
ms.

BOB'S
Barber Shop
When Things are Getting Hairy
Convenient Location
3rd Floor Zuellke Bldg.
Open Mon. and Fri. Nites
til 8 p.m. — 734-8300

Lawrence to Host
Art Triple Header
(LU N )—A triple header in the
arts - including a children’s film
festival, an art show, and a
screening of the latest in 
sta llm e n t
in
the
widelyacclaimed film series “Civil
isation” will take place at Law
rence Sunday, Feb. 27.
“ A Fantasia of F ilm ,” the
children’s film program, brings
to the Appleton area five films
produced in the United States and
ab road using a v arie ty of
animation techniques and art
materials.
Sponsored by the Lawrence
Women, “ A Fantasia of F ilm s”
will be shown at 2:30 p.m . and 4
p .m ., S u nd ay, Feb. 27, in
Youngchild 161. Admission is 50
cents.
Two of the films were produced
by the Yellow Ball Workshop in
Massachusetts with one of the
films made entirely by child
ren. The film s have won
MRS. ELISABETH KOFFKA presented a commentary on a c c la im in vario u s n atio nal
Alvin Toffler’s Future Shock at the Brokaw Sunday Evening magazines, were shown at the
W hite House Conference on
Coffee Hour, February 20.
Children recently, and have also
been shown on nationw ide
television shows.
The other film from the Yellow
Ball Workshop is “ Fat Feet,”
directed by Red Grooms, a
“ happening” artist who created
the large painted configuration
sides are serious about the SALT
(LU N)—At a time when most
“ Chicago.”
talks (Strategic Arms Limitation
Americans are recoiling from the
“ Lizzie the Terrible” is a film
effects of the V ietnam en  Talks), Povolny said ‘They are
story told by a little boy who
less concerned with each other’s
ta n g le m e n t, M o jm ir Povolny,
molds clay dinosaurs which come
evil intentions and more con
th ird speaker in Law rence
to life and fight a battle. The
w ith
each
o th e r’s
University’s Great Decisions . . . cerned
outstanding Zagreb F ilm Studios
1972 program, said Tuesday that
capabilities.”
of Yugoslovia contributed two
This has the possible effect of
“ this is the time to speak about a
films to the program. “ Once
shared destiny so that both will
U.S. c o m m itm e n t to global
Upon a Dot” is an am using tale
work to reduce each other’s fear
responsibility.”
about a whimsical dot which
and self-assertiveness through
Povolny spoke at U.S.-Soviet
magically transforms itself into
relations and concluded that the
cooperation.
all kinds of things as it tells about
Soviet Union could be influenced
The underlying factor in Soviet
a family that lives in the city. “ A
into a commitm ent of coop foreign policy is this parity of
Visit from Space” is a cartoon
eration rather than competi nuclear power, Povolny said.
fantasy about a little girl and her
tion with the U.S.
Meanwhile, Chinese and Soviet
‘The stability of the world
Union relations are de ter adventures with an inhabitant
depends on the rational global
iorating. The differences ex from a distant planet.
At 2 p.m ., Sunday Feb. 27, the
com m itm ent on the part of the
ist in the interests of the two
Art Center opens its doors to
United States,” he said, dif nations, not in the ideologies and
visitors for the beginning of a
ferentiating this goal from the
personalities, Povolny said,
Faculty Art Show which will run
role of the U.S. as the world’s w hich should dam pen some
through Sunday, March 12. The
policeman.
Russian leaders’ hopes for a
Art Show will feature paintings,
Povolny outlined the current
change a fte r the death of
prints, metal work and sculpture
Soviet foreign policy as the
Chairman Mao.
produced by members of the
preservation of power in their
R ussia is a g g ra v a tin g the
Lawrence art department.
own
sphere
of
influence;
already poor relations through
The exhibit will be on display
assistance to anyone moving into
the inordinate fear of Chinesefrom 2-5 p.m. Sundays, from
the Communist orbit; support of
American collusion, he said,
Noon to 5 p.m. Saturdays, and 10
North Vietnam and the Vietcong;
citing examples of Soviet in
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays through
and a continued check and
terpretations of that collusion.
Fridays.
reduction of U.S. power.
It has been reported by some
The 7th installment in the
He recom m ends the co n  Soviets that China recently ap 
“ C iv ilis a tio n ”
F ilm
series
structio n of an in te rn atio n a l
proved the step-up in U.S.
concerning the Counter Refor
system “ geared to reducing
bom bing
in
V ie tn am ,
for
mation and art of Rome in the
hazards, reducing occasions for example. And, in ignoring the
17th Century, will be shown at 3
V ietn am s and M iddle E ast
trial of Communist Angela Davis,
p.m. and 4 p.m. in Stansbury
situations.”
Soviets believe, proves China is
'T he only relative questions
Theatre.
in collusion with the Americans.
The “ Civilisation” series is
are what form and what goals the
To a certain extent, some fear
being presented by Lawrence
global commitment should take,”
is ju s tifie d , Povolny stated.
University for the enjoyment of
he said.
Povolny believes one of Nixon’s Though not stated by Nixon and
Fox Valley audiences through the
tasks in his upcoming trip to his advisor Henry Kissinger, “we courtesy of the National Gallery
are bringing China into the in of Art under grants from the
Russia in May will be to “bring
ternational system as a coun National Endowment for the
the Soviet Union a sense of
terbalance to the Soviet in  H u m a n itie s and the Xerox
nuclear responsibility,” a step
fluence,” Povolny said.
toward global cooperation. Both
Corporation.

Povolny Describes Current
US-Russian Foreign Policy

LOVE IS AN ATTITUDE — Rinder

Annual Book

“ Alone we find solitude, together we find love.” Love and
understanding.

ISLANDS IN THE STREAM — Hemingway.

SALE

Hemingway’s new novel, closely resembling his own life
story, with a variety of moods, dynamic action scenes,
and a rich and ribald verse.

SAVINGS UP TO 90%

A vast, compassionate suspense novel about one of the
great trials of the century.

QB VII - Uris.

SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL — Ed. by Morgan.
Text books, paperbacks, children's books, adult fiction,
encyclopedias, reference sets, art books and quality
prints — all greatly reduced.

The first comprehensive collections of writings from the
Women’s Liberation Movement, including articles,
poems, photos and manifestos.

THE MARRIAGE BOOK — Downing.
A complete book about the art of marriage.

Superboard Offers
Aid to Publications
by MAURA GILLOON
Unknown to a wide percentage
of students is the recently
established Superboard, formed
in December of 1970 by LUCC.
The board’s principle concern
lies in the operation of four
organizations: The Lawrentian,
The Ariel, Tropos, (a literary
magazine published by students
in the spring), and F ilm Classics.
Four of the board’s eleven
members consist of the editorsin-chief of The Lawrentian, The
A riel, and Tropos and the
m anager of F ilm Classics. These
four vote only on matters in their
area of concern.
The remaining members in
clude: the vice president for
financial affairs or his designee;
three members of the Faculty;
the vice president of LUCC; two
students on the staff who are not
on the staff of the aforementioned
organizations. These students are
appointed by the LUCC Com
mittees on Committees, one of
whom the committee designates
as chairm an.
At present, senior Ja n Bragg
presides as chairm an with junior,
Bob Fritz, acting as secretary.
With the close of the school year,
Bob inherits the position of
c h a ir m a n .
This
sp rin g ,
a
sophomore may petition for his
former post as secretary.
The board has four major
ob je ctiv e s: 1) guidence in
financial and legal matters, 2)
examination of the qualifications
of applicants for the position of
m an a g e r of F ilm C lassics,
editors of the Lawrentian. Ariel,
and Tropos 3) removal of ap
pointees from their positions
when incompetence or neglect of
duty is proven; 4) protection of
the freedom of the manager in
the selection of films and the
editors in selection of materials
for publications.
Originally, each organization
possessed its own board of
control. But, because the faculty
wished to cut down on the number
of faculty committee positions,
the boards fused to form what is
now referred to as (he Super
board.

Econ Symposium
Final Talk Slated
(LU N )—'The final speaker in
L aw re n c e ’s S ym posium
on
Presidential Economy -Past and
Present, will be George Perry, a
senior fellow with the Brookings
Institution in Washington. D C.
Perry will speak on the topic
“ Nixon’s Economic Game Plan:
The Wage Price Freeze” at 8
p .m ., T uesday, Feb. 29, in
Riverview Lounge.
Perry is the third speaker in a
symposium which has studied
presidential economic practices
from both the historical and
political perspectives

Reading Room Introduces
Chair-by-Chair Coed Living

CIN DY SCHALLER, one of Lawrence’s student teachers,
instructed her German students at Xavier High School.

“ The Consul” To Be Shown
Here By Lawrence Opera
(L U N )—An
opera
w hich
achieved the dual distinction of
winning both the Pulitzer Prize
and the New York Dram a Critics
Award as the best musical play of
the year will be presented Friday
and Saturday, March 3-4, by the
Law rence U niversity Opera
Theatre Company.
Tickets for Gian-Carl Menotti’s
‘The Consul” are now available
at the Lawrence University box
office in the M usic D ra m a
Center. The opera w ill be
presented at 8 p.m. each night in
Stansbury Theatre.
‘The Consul” , directed by John
Koopman, associate professor of
m usic and founder of the
Lawrence Opera Theatre, is a
departure from productions of
recent years for the opera
company, which has generally
provided lighter operatic fare,
such as last year’s two comic
operas by Puccini and Pergolesi.
‘The Consul,” according to
Koopman, “ is an intense drama
built around a tremendously
co m plicate d score. Only the
availability of students with the
vocal skills of the highest order
permits us to produce an opera
as demanding as this one.” It is
an opera dealing with life behind
the Iron Curtain.
Marcia Mittelstadt, has been
aw arded the most d iffic u lt
assignment in “The Consul.”
She portrays the wife of a man
who illegally flees his homeland,
leaving the wife behind to seek
exit by legal means -a procedure
w hich
forces
her
into
a
frustrating, prolonged battle with
the bureaucratic forces of a
totalitarian government.
“ I believe that ‘The Consul’ is
the best opera that Menotti has
written,” Koopman said in praise
of the American composer whose
fame rests almost entirely on his
work in the operatic field.
“ Despite its aw esom e vocal
demands, Menotti shows in The

Consul’ that he isn’t afraid to
write tunes . . . and there are
some marvelously melodic tunes
in The Consul ’ ”
For “The Consul,” Koopman
has selected a cast which in
addition to 10 students includes
Mrs. N ancy Stowe, wife of
Associate Professor of French
Richard Stowe. Mrs. Stowe, an
alto who has sung previously with
the Lawrence Choral Society in
M essiah perform ances w ill
portray the mother of the man
who flees his homeland to seek
refuge in the free world.
The son, John Sorel, will be
played by Baritone John Setser.
Bass Richard Kerr, will play a
secret police agent in the opera,
and Linda Rosenbauer, a soprano
w ill be the red-tape m ired
secretary who stands in the way
of Miss Mittelstadt’s Magda Sorel
in her attempts to obtain an
appointment with the unseen
“Consul.”
B arito n e
E ugene W rig ht,
soprano
M arlene
K arides,
soprano Robin Shook, Alto Mary
Lu Luehrsen, and tenor Mark
Nelson, all portray characters in
the waiting room of the Consulate
prevented like Mrs. Sorel from
seeing the Consul.
Tenor Peter Tichenor, will play
Assan, who acts as the surrep
titious go-between for Sorel and
his wife.
Bonnie Koestner will provide
piano accompaniment for the
pro ductio n, for w hich F rank
Farrell, Jr. is assistant director
in charge of set design and
lighting.
Tickets for the opera are 75c
with the student I D.

by R A C H E LA N D E RSO N
Deep in the bowels of the
Samuel Appleton Library is a
bleak, grim room with “ All Night
Reading Room ” stenciled on the
door. Of course, it’s a bit hard to
read
those
w hite
letters,
currently, as someone pasted up
an ad for a stripper named
Atlanta in the center of the door
The average Lawrence tourist
would probably recoil with horror
if he found his way to the All
Night Reading Room. Stained off
white wall paper adorns the
walls, long uneven rows of tables
break up the box-like quality of
the room, and there is usually
trash all over the floor. What that
tourist wouldn’t realize is that
within this stark environment
lives an authentic subculturalranking right up there with the
“ hippies” of the Village, and the
Mormons of Salt Lake City.
Dozens of students pass in and
out of the All Night Reading
R oom , also,
w ithout
ever
re a lizin g that they are the
temporary players in a theatrein-the-round. F or them , the
Reading Room is merely a place
where they can put their feet on
the table while they study and
where they can go when the
legitimate portion of the library
is locked up for the night.
But the “ Hard Core” knows
that life in the All Night Reading
Room is special. For them,
college memories will center
around this room. Most of the
Hard Core could describe the
Reading Room in greater detail
than they could their dormitory
rooms.
Seemingly insignificant signs
single out the Reading Room as
‘ home” . First someone brought
in a coffee pot and then someone
else did. Pretty soon there was
tea and coffee and bread and
cheese and tins of chocolate and
cookies. Then posters cropped up
in the All Night Reading Room
Sesamee Street’s Parts of the
Body hangs next to Russian
posters which nobody can read
but
w hich
look
very
revolutionary and colorful
Probably because the room is
so bleak, the Hard Core have
grown rather creative Everyone
is just longing for something
exciting to happen so they can
look up from their books tem 
porarily and make some noise.
All the room is a stage and the
Hard Core are the real troupers.
Ironically, planned stunts fall
flat in the All Night Reading
Room. Spontaneity is the only
rule. Last term when several
students dramatically entered

But the Hard Core aren’t
merely entertainers. They are
also adept at guerilla warfare.
Occasionally, the library staff
will raid the room and carry all
the lounge chairs back into the
lounge. One by one, the chairs
will miraculously reappear in the
Reading Room to be fought over
by comfort seeking students. And
there they will stay until the next
raid. Last term, a carefully
constructed sign was hung in the
lounge which read, “ Do Not
Remove These Chairs from This
Lounge Area.” The sign was soon
nailed to the inside of the Typing
Room door.
The Typing Room serves as the
Reading Room annex. There
aren’t any posters there but
nobody misses them thanks to the
graffitti. Against all odds, cryptic
comments have boon penned in
around the special acoustic holes
that adorn the dividers around
each typing booth. The most
appreciated one reads, “ If you
think this is bad, wait until
February.” It was written last
term and has proven to be a
pretty accurate prophecy.
The Hard Core are a loyal
bunch. Even though they often
don’t know each other’s names,
members of that elite group have
a real feeling of kindred for one
another. If, by mere chance, they
happen to meet each other out
side the room, roaming around in
Reality, they always greet each
other gaily. And they often
suggest that everyone go back to
the dorm and indulge in that
almost forgotten tribal custom
dubbed “ sleep” .
Perhaps the tourist in the All
Night Reading Room would be
able to realize that he is on sacred
ground if he only knew the
deepest secret of the place.
Several students keep their tooth
brushes there. A w ashing
machine and a stereo are ex
pected any day, now.

.
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the room and festooned those
present with bannana stickers, no
one was amused
The All Night Reading Room is
also a good petri dish for
id io syncracie s—and the H ard
Core are quick to recognize them.
One student can’t stand the noise
that the drinking fountain in the
hall makes-past m idnight-and
will jum p up, filled with righteous
indignation, every time the door
is left open. Some one else can’t
abide mess and vainly fights the
n a tu ra l law of entropy by
periodically combing the room
with a trash can and neatly
arranging the tables.

Academic Credit.
Financial aid available.
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC11, Orange, Cal. 92666

First National Bank

OF APPLETON a^GREENVILLE1

Fl o w e r s

How about a slipover knit top
in a made to-fit-close-to thebody styling w ith half zip,
m etal ring, crew neck
details. In long or short
sleeve models.

Rebuilt Engines $2/5-$300 Tune-up $14.32 incJ. parts
Used Engines, $150 — $200 Valve Adjustment, $321
And Many Other Used VW Parts

FROM

CH /VRLES
128

N.oneida - ivt-iow

Volkswagen
Repairs

m w ttl

FLY-BY-NITE VW REPAIRS

739 4444
417 W College

2220 W. Wisconsin Ave.
731 -2442 — 733-4505

Students Give Opinions
On the M adrid Program
None can deny the obvious
value of participating in a ven
ture such as the Law rence
Spanish program. Living and
studying in a foreign country is of
course a wonderful opportunity.
Therefore, in view of the recent
fall trip to Spain, some of the
participants were asked for their
comments and criticisms con
cerning the program.
Investigation showed that the
Lawrence students studied at the
U niversity of M a d rid in a
program called “Courses for
Foreigners” . In addition to this, a
course was taken from Mr.
Rosemond, the Lawrence faculty
member.
The general opinion indicated
that the program was very
educational but not particularly
academic. This, however, was
not meant in any derogatory way.
Many students felt that the goal
of such a foreign study program
was not to be burdened by a
heavy study load. Inste ad,
education was to be gained by the
student simply by “keeping his
eyes open” .

One particular student felt that
the most important gain would
come through the improvement
of conversational Spanish and
that concentration on reading
and writing Spanish could be
gained at Lawrence. Several of
the students felt that the
academic program gave time for
travel and other w orthw hile
experiences and should not be
changed.
On the other hand, a few of the
students did feel that a little more
stress on academics would have
been desirable. They felt that a
clearer measurement of their
Spanish progress and more
concentration on improving all
facets of the language use was
needed. Also, a loose consensus of
opinion in d icate d that the
u n iversity courses were not
p a rtic u la rly d e m a n d in g . One
student suggested that those who
were more advanced in Spanish
should have been allowed to enter
regular university courses.
However, even the students
who advocated a little more
acad e m ic stress felt that a

burdensom e study load was
undesirable. In essence, they
sought a “ happy m e d iu m ”
between Spanish studies and
freedom to trav e l. Several
students also brought up the point
that the opportunity for closer
study was open to the students
and the amount of academic
concentration was subject to
individual initiative. Nearly all
the students interviewed were
en thusiastic about the op
portunity of studying with people
from all over the world.
The living arrangements of the
program are another important
matter for consideration Mainly
the students lived as boarders or
in a fam ily situation. Those who
lived in families were few but
seemed totally pleased as to its
merits.
To the other students, however,
the boarding situation did not
provide close enough daily
contact with Spanish people. The
lan dlord s were often elderly
besides the fact that several
A m e rica n
students
lived
together. The point was made,
however, that families in a
position to take on students in
their homes were re la tiv e ly
scarce and m an y felt the
situation would be h ard to
remedy. Dorm or apartment

living were suggested but most
students, in recog nizing the
difficulties of the living situation,
did not foster any extreme ob
jections to their liv in g a r 
rangements.

Kidney Donors
Give Needed Aid
To Sufferers

In co nc e n tra tin g
on
the
academic and housing aspects of
the program, it is obvious that
many aspects of the program
were neglected. The traveling,
the experiences of a foreign
culture, and the people them 
selves are aspects which cannot
be analyzed according to ad
van tage and d isad v a n tag e .
Talking to the participants in
dicated that the program allowed
great freedom to plan according
to each individual’s goals and
desires. Each student seemed to
have gained something different
or unique from his experiences.

Of the 50,000 Americans who
die each year from end-stage
kidney disease, 8,000 would be
ideal candidates for treatment
through kidney transplantation of
dialysis (the artificial kidney
machine).

Whatever improvements may
be needed, the subject of “the
Spanish trip” never failed to
bring a wide grin and bright eyes
from any of the students. All
indicated that they would not like
to see the program changed in
any extreme way- except maybe
to lengthen it! The overall im 
pression from those interviewed
was their great enthusiasm and
belief in the tremendous value of
their experiences.

Gettoknowthe twoof
you beforeyou become
the three ofyou.
Get to know what you both really like.
What you both really want out of life.
Get to enjoy your freedom together until you both
decide you want to let go of a little bit of it.
But make it your choice.
Research statistics show that more than half of all
the pregnancies each year are accidental. Too many
of them, to couples who thought they knew all about
family planning methods.
Get to know how the
two of you don’t have to
become the three of you.
Or the four of you. Or...
F o r fu r th e r in fo r m a tio n , w rite P lan ne d P are ntho od ,
Box 431, R a d io C ity S ta tio n , New Y o rk , N .Y . K 0 1 9 .

H em o dialy sis fa c ilitie s are
being set up or expanded in
Wisconsin and the rest of the
country as a result of the great
progress that has been made in
recent years in the successful
treatment of kidney disease.
But funds are very lim ited and
the support of the com m unity is
urgently needed.
Dialysis takes 16 hours per
week of the patient’s time, and
tre a tm e n t in a ho spital is
tremendously expensive: $18,000
per patient per year. With home
training, however, the cost of this
treatment can be reduced to
about $6,000 per year.
Also, once a patient starts
dialy sis tre a tm e n t, he m u st
continue with it until he receives
a kidney transplant or dies.
The State L e g isla tu re of
W isconsin has
passed
the
Uniform Anatomical Gift Act.
Under this new law it is now
possible for anyone who wants to
donate their kidneys or other
organs to another person simply
by signing a Uniform Donor Card
in the presence of two witnesses.
This card says, in effect, that
the bearer-on-death authorizes
the donation of any or all of his
usable organs for use in a trans
plant operation. The potential
donor fills out two copies of the
card, keeping one in a secure
place and the other on this per
son.
On Nov. 23, Wisconsin became
the first state in the country to
create a law which specifically
permits the placing of a decal on
the driver’s license of any person
carrying a Uniform Donor’s Card
indicating that he is a potential
organ donor.
If a potential donor changes his
mind at any time, all he has to do
is tear up the cards. About 15
Lawrence students carry Uni
form Donor Cards, which are
available from Mrs. Giese at the
Library.
March, is National Kidney
Disease Month.
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Planned Parenthood
Children by choice. Not chance.
Planned Parenthood is a national, non-profit organization dedicated to providing
inform ation and effective means of fam ily planning to all who w ant and need it.
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ALSO
BUCKETS OF
chicken
CO fish
CM hamburgers
■ hot beef
CD french fries
CO
onion rings

For Free Delivery
m in im u m $ 2 .0 0 order

Campaign Camp Followers
Comprise Colorful Crowd
by G E O R G E W YETH
B ehind J a c k s o n ’s not-tooexciting campaign, as behind all
of them, are aides and advance
men who always seem to be more
interesting than the candidate
they represent. 1 talked to two
who did not appear with him on
campus but spent the day gar
nering the farm vote and came
over later to hit the “ student
press.”
One was Mr. Bob Schaefer, a
member of the Washington state
legislature who is in charge of the
campaign in several Wisconsin
counties. In addition to des
cribing Jackson’s policies, he
gave me some insight into how
one goes about campaigning.
There are two theories of
getting out the vote: to try to
cover all the bases, or to hit very
hard at friendly areas hoping that
any success there will rub off into
the others. Determining which
are friendly involves careful
analysis of elections over the last

Program of Grants
Created for Youth
The National Endowment for
the Humanities has begun a
program of grants for support of
humanities projects initiated and
conducted by young people. NEH
thereby becomes one of the few
Federal agencies so involved.
Announcem ent of the new
p ro g ram was m ade by Dr.
Ronald S. Berman, the E n 
dowment’s Chairm an, who said
that
NEH
is enco uraging
proposals for projects effective
immediately.
C reated
in
line w ith
a
recommendation made last year
by the National Council on the
Humanities, the new program
ca lle d “ Y o u th g ra n ts in the
H um anities” — will consider
applications from both students
and young persons out of school.
In announcing the program,
Mr. Berman described it as “an
important new thrust in the
Endowm ent’s continuing efforts
to interest and involve all sec
tors of the population in the
hum anities.” The program will
offer young people an opportunity
to translate their educational and
ethical concerns into concrete
projects and to reflect critically
on their own beliefs and values as
well as those held by the larger
society. March 17th has been
set as the first deadline for
“Youthgrants” applications for
projects scheduled to begin dur
ing the sum m er or fall of 1972.
Proposals w ill be ev aluated
comparatively by a panel of
young people prior to submission
to the National Council on the
Humanities, which makes final
rec o m m en da tio n s on all a p 
plications for Endowment grants.
Further information about the
program, including eligibility,
a p p lic a tio n procedures, and
grant requirements is contained
in a brochure available without
charge from: Youthgrants in the
H u m a n itie s, N a tio n al E n d o w 
m ent for
the
H u m a n itie s,
Washington, D.C. 20506.

Viking Harriers
Begin Campaign

eight to twenty years, pinpointing
the places where voters con
sistently voice opinions, sim ilar
to those of the candidate.
In the course of w orking
elections from the local level to
the nation, Schaefer has seen his
media change from home-made
silk-screen posters to television
spots, with costs rising propor
tionately. His first state election
cost $500; now a full-scale
campaign can run into the tens
and hundreds of thousands, just
to get to the convention.
With Mr. Schaefer was Mr.
Laurence Mellergaard, a Wash
ington cattle rancher who came
over from Denmark in 1912,
settled in Washington when it was
still real frontier, and liked it well
enough to stay.
His part in the campaign is
apparently to tell the folks,
probably mainly farming groups,
about Henry Jackson. He has
seen projects grow from a water
flume for logging to nuclear
reactors, which he feels have
saved the area form repeated
blackouts.
M r. M e lle rg aa rd sees the
farm er as the backbone of the
nation — “ Everything goes back
to the soil and the seed” — and
the private farm er as the epitome
of American enterprise. He is
concerned that regressive taxes
and agricultural “ barons” are
threatening the private farmer.
Schaefer and Mellergaard are
just two of a very heterogeneous
group which trails Jackson, as
they do every candidate. Some
are pros, but some pay their own
way just because they like the
candidate. They include doctors,
law yers, and In d ia n chiefs,
literally. Even someone named
Rags Nokakowski was on the list.
Some of them are in it because
they are dedicated, some are in it
because it’s an interesting job,
some are in it because their
senator will get them that federal
grant or project. They do dirty
and clean jobs, talk to dirty and
clean people. They make it
possible for campaigns to go on,
and they make them interesting
as well.
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LAW RENCE FRESHM A N wrestler Bob Brucker at
tempts to cradle his Carroll opponent in last week’s
Lawrence Invitational Tournament. Brucker captured
third place in the 177-lb. weight class.

yellow cab
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Petitions are now being ac
cepted
for
the
co
c h a irm a n s h ip of the New
S tudent Week C o m m ittee.
They should be submitted to
the LUCC office or Dan
Tovcen by Friday, March 3.
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by STEVE SWETS
This past weekend witnessed
the Law rence indoor track
team ’s first taste of competition.
The indoor season is usually very
brief as a reflection of student
participation. This lack stems
from the absence of an indoor
facility, participation on other
varsity teams and scheduling of
the gym which demands that
track practice be held at night
twice a week As preparation for
the Midwest Conference Indoor
Meet (which now includes the
University of Chicago). Coach
Gene Davis schedules a warm-up
meet to provide competition for
his runners and a suitable tract to
race upon. Thus a dozen or so
m em bers found them selves
competing in th° first annual
Titan Indoor Invitational held in
the U niversity of W isconsin
Oshkosh’s new Kolf Memorial
Gym nasium .
Though the 220 yard Tartan
oval is an excellent surface, few
of the tim es reflected the
potential existing on the team
Tom Keith’s 21’6” long jum p was
good for a commendable third in
his event, while Jay Lajone’s
:54.0, 2:04 double in the 11 and >mile, was the only other bright
spot. High seeding prevented
Willie Davenport’s 8.8 70 yard
hurdle effort from gaining a
possible place in later heats. L U ’s
880 yard relay quartet of Boyd
Francis. Chris Eager, Larry
Wilson, and anchor m an Steve
Swets was unable to place
against the more experienced
contingents of such powers as
M arq ue tte, Oshkosh, Stevens
Point, and others.
Other runners and their events
were M ike G reen, sho tp ut;
C layton G ard n e r, d a sh ; Joe
Zim an and Randy Lindsey in the
mile, and Sig Hallorson in the
long and high ju m p . E ach
member of the relay squad also
saw extra action as Boyd Francis
ran the dash and 300, Chris Eager
the 1,000, Larry Wilson the 600
and Steve Swets the low hurdles
and 300. Assistant coach Lance
Alwin and manager Joe Michel
accompanied the team.
Though not completely sat
isfied with their performances
most of the members of the
touring squad felt that the meet
was helpful and enjoyable. Each
of the runners and field event
men are looking forward to the
March 3rd conference meet for a
chance to improve their times
and distances.

Why take a slow job in a slow job market?
We need men with the kind of intelligence,
motivation, responsibility and drive that spells
leadership, and we are willing to pay for them.
If you’ve got the ability, the Navy has the job — as an
officer aboard ship, on a staff, or in a pilot seat.
Fringe benefits are superior to most in business or
government.
Talk to us. Maybe we’re your kind of people. Contact
Lt. J.G . Chuck Youngborst on campus at the
placement office Feb. 28 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. or call 7347940 anytime.
Films will be shown in the Student I nion from 7:30
p.m. Feb. 2K. Or write:
Commanding Officer
Navy Recruiting Station
711 North Broadway
Milwaukee. 53202

Think Hamburg!
For Really Relevant Education Abroad
The Ripon College International
Study Center, 1972-1973

Apply Now!
Write: Professor J. F. Hyde, Jr.
Chairman, Deptartment of German and Director, ISC
Ripon College
Ripon, Wisconsin 54971

Vikes 2nd in Invitational;
Conference Meet Today
by J A C K H O A G

The L aw rence U niversity
wrestling squad is anxiously awaiting today’s Mid-West Con
ference m eet here at Law
rence. The reason for their
anxiousness is their fine second
place showing in last weeks
Lawrence Invitational.
The meet was won by powerful
Carthage College, a member of
the C o llegiate Conference of
Illinois and Wisconsin. Three
Carthage wrestlers won cham 
pionships, Bruce Hanson at 118;
Pete Voorlas at 126; and Tom
Adams, the meets outstanding
wrestler at 150. Carthage also
collected second place finishes in
the 142, 158, and 190 pound
categories. They also added one
third and one fourth place to
finish with a total of 7 6 points,
winning by a m argin of 13^
points over the Viking grapplers.
The Vikes collected a total of 63
points behind the fine efforts of
Lloyd N ordstrom and Ron
Richardson, as well as the rest of
the Viking squad. Nordstrom in
what might of been the most
e x citing m atch of the I n 
vitational, defeated Kirk of Ripon
3 to 1 to win his championship.
Richardson in the meantime
moved right through his 190
pound weight division, easily
disposing of Flanagan of Car
thage 8-3 in the finals.
Sophom ore D ennis Q u in la n
gave the Vikes their only second
place finish when he reached the
finals in the 118 pound division.
Unfortunately, Dennis reinjured
his shoulder while shooting for a
takedown in the first period of his
match. The injury forced Dennis
to lose the match and take a
second place finish. To make
things even worse the injury
looks as if it will keep him from
competing in this week’s Con
ference meet.
The Vikings collected most of
their points on the basis of four
third place finishes. Ike Hen
drickson took third place in the
126 pound weight division with a
10-3 decision over Wredberg of
Maranatha Mike Breitzman at
134 and Tom Connell at 142 also
registered third place finishes.
One big suprise of the meet was
freshman Bob Brucker’s third
place finish in the 177 pound
division, as he defeated Dum m an
of Northwestern 5-2.
John Draheim added a fourth
place finish in the 158 pound
weight class to give the Vikes
their total of 63 points, twenty
more than third place Carroll.
Ripon followed Carroll with a
fourth place finish and 42 points,
followed by Northwestern with
40, Maranatha with 33, Lake

D raft
Counseling
Attention all draft age men
with low lottery numbers!
There will be a group draft
counseling session Monday,
February 28 at 8:30 p.m. in the
Coffee House of the Union. The
session will be held by Mary
Alice Marlines, the Appleton
area draft counselor. Various
alternatives and options will
he discussed.

LU Swimmers
Win Twice

Forest with 11 and Beloit College
with 4
Tom Adams of Carthage won
the meet’s Outstanding Wrestler
Award as he easily disposed of
three opponents, winning each
time by a pin. Adams seemed to
be in complete control of each
match, carefully feeling out his
opponent and then disposing of
him in rather quick fashion.
Today at 1:00 p.m. The M id
west Conference Meet starts
out at Alexander Gymnasium.
Defending champion Cornell is
once again the favorite, with Coe
and Monmouth seen as con
tenders. The Vikes are seen as
the dark horse of this years meet,
but on the basis of last weeks
strong showing they are now
listed as a definite threat to win it
all. If you have a chance come on
out either today or tommorow
and cheer the Vikes on. With your
support they may be able to bring
home a conference champion
ship.

V IK IN G CAPTAIN Strat Warden (40) watches Bob Currie (20)
and Sam McCreedy (back) grab a rebound in last week’s
victory over Carleton 7-066.

Yike Cagers Snap Streak,
Defeat Carleton 70-66
After a number of successive
cold
shooting
nights
the
I^awrence University Basketball
team fin a lly regained their
shooting touch last weekend. The
result was their first conference
victory and a near-upset of
conference power St. Olaf.
On Friday night the Vikes met
the Carls from Carleton College.
Right from the outset the Vikes
seemed ready for action. They
came out in a 1-3-1 full court
press and jumped out to a 10-2
lead. The press forced the Carls
into numerous turnovers and the
Vikes capitalized on the op
portunities. The combination of
the press and a seldom used fast
break, allowed the Vikes to sprint
to a 10 point lead at half time.
As the second half started the
Vikes maintained the pressure
widening their lead to 14 points.
They might of blown Carleton
right out of the gym if it wasn’t
for the fine shooting of Carleton’s
Ix*on Smith. Smith kept the Carls
within striking distance and with
4 minutes left they began to make
their move. With the use of an
extremely effective fast break
they cut the Vikes lead in half
Only some clutch shooting by
Senior Strat Warden and Reuben
Plantico along the fine reboun
ding of sophomore Fred Smith

kept the Vikes on top. The Carls
narrowed the lead all the way
down to two points, but when the
game ended the Vikes were on
top of 70-66 score. R euben
Plantico led the way for the Vikes
with 23 points. He was followed
by Strat Warden with 17. Leon
Smith had 17 for Carleton.
Saturday the S t .' Olaf Oles
came to town bringing with them
a 11-3 conference record. The
first part of the game was rather
shabby and the Oles pulled out to
a 10 point lead behind all-league
center D an H a lv o rse n ’s fine
shooting. Both teams were using
full-court presses which proved
ineffective and the first half
ended with the Oles up by 10.
When the second half started
the Vikes began to challenge the
Oles lead. Tom Brown came off
the bench and ignited the rally,
with some torrid shooting. The
Vikes narrowed the lead to three,
but then the Oles seemed to come
alive.
Senior g u a rd
M ike
Smieding, an NCAA All-Midwest
Regional selection last year,
ignited the rally hitting on two
long jumpers. The rest of the
team then came alive. Using
their press to force the Vikes into
several crucial turnovers, they
pulled away to 87-73 victory.
Dan Halvorsen led the Oles

JAGUAR-MG-BMW-TRIUMPH
HIGHWAY 41-NEENAH, WISCONSIN 54956
Tel. 4 1 4 -7 2 5 -5 3 7 3

Planning a Party?
Function rooms to f it your every need

FOR THE WIDEST
and (we think) best choice in
luggage, come to P ah lo w ’s.
We have over 500 model* by
famous luggage makers at the
price you can afford — $.95 to
9170.

PAH-LOW’S
Luggage, Leathergoods, Gift*
303 W. College Ave.
Downtown Appleton
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T h e finest service for up to 3 5 0 people
CONVENIENT CENTRAL LOCATION

Phone 414-734-2611

with 28 points and 24 rebounds,
while Strat Warden tallied 27 for
the V ikes. Sophom ore Tom
Brown added 16 for the Vikes.
Next weekend the Vikes travel
to Coe and Beloit in search of
their second victory. For the
second time in as many weeks
they w ill face another o u t
standing center, Beloit’s sen
satio na l sophom ore M cClenty
Robinson.

by PET E M ITCHELL
Last weekend, the LUSTMEN
(members of the L.U. swim
te a m ) beat both Knox and
Monmouth fairly soundly. The
meet took place in Beloit again;
the Ripon and Beloit squads also
swam against the Illinois teams.
Despite the pre-meet meal at
Downer, the 3 hour cramped
drive to Beloit, and the absence of
the star swimmers Schrage and
Je rn b e rg , the L ustm e n p e r
formed admirably. No records
were broken, but it’s not how you
swim that matters, it’s whether
you win or not that counts.
Not only does Beloit have a
slow pool (times usually a bit
slower than most other pools),
but Beloit also tries to make the
meet into a marathon. The
contest began at 1:30 p.m. and
continued until 5:45; a normal
meet lasts about 2 hours. The
delays were caused by a lack of
officials, lack of timers, and a
faulty starter gun The length of a
meet is alw ays im p o rta n t,
because the longer the time
period between a sw im m er’s
events, the tighter his muscles
are, and swimmers perform best
when their muscles are loose.
Perhaps this explains why the
LUSTMEN did not hand in any
record-breaking times.
Nevertheless, the LUSTMEN
were spurred on to victory by the
presence of Fred, the teams’
mascot ( a tiny, cudly teddy
bear). Fred is normally hung
from the high dive, overlooking
the pool. He is truly an in
spirational factor to the squad.
This weekend, the LUSTMEN
will be challenged by the Beloit
team at the Alexander gym.

Winter Intramural Sports
Rapidly Coming To A Close
by JACK 1IULT
As of Tuesday, February 22,
the m en’s basketball season is
well under way with a tie between
the Phi Delts and the Sig Eps with
records of 6-2. The Figis are in
second at 5-3 followed by a tie for
third between the Betas and the
Phi Taus at 4-4. The Delts are last
with a 4-3 record.
In the hall division, IPC is the
leader with a perfect 8-0 record
with their closest competitors
being Trever and Off-Cainpus,
both with 4-4 records. Plantz is 3-5
while Brokaw and the faculty are
still winless.
Women's Basketball
The women’s basketball, made
up of only three teams, was
completely dominated by the
Thetas with an undefeated record
of 2-0. In second was Waples with
a 1-1 record and Trever came in a
winless last place at 0-2.
Bowling
Intram ural bowling took place
out at Sabre Lanes again this
year, am id pitchers of Old Style,
for a span of four consecutive
Fridays. The Phi Taus finished
first with an impressive 7613 total
pins count. Directly behind them
was the Figis with 7470 and the
Sig Eps knocked over 7390 for
third place. The Phi Delts and
Betas were fourth and fifth,
respectively, with totals of 6960
and 6855. The Delts came in last
with 6723.
In the hall division, IPC won by
a landslide with 8486 The faculty
was a strong second, however,
with a total of 7080. Plantz was
last with 6984.
Individual honors went to Mike
McKenzie (Figi) for the highest
single game with a 210. Dave
Arakawa (Figi) had the highest

three game series with a 575.
The Thetas were the only girls
representatives and they had
eleven bowlers. Marina Spheeris
captured high game honors with
a 200 game and Barb Carney
rolled a 433 series to win that
award.
Broomball
Broomball is entering the play
offs this weekend. On Saturday,
February 26, the Figis will play
the Phi Taus at 1:00 p.m. Should
the Phi Taus win, it would
necessitate a play-off with the
Delts the next day at 1:00 p.m. for
the League I championship. After
the Figi-Phi Tau game, the Phi
Delts will play Trever for the
League II championship at 2:00
p.m. The championship game
between the two leagues will take
place on Sunday, February 27 if
the Phi Taus do not win on
Saturday. If the Phi Taus do win,
the final championship will be
played the following Saturday,
March 4.
Paddleball
All the paddleball tournaments
except the mixed doubles are
coming to a close this afternoon
at Alexander Gym nasium . The
singles finals will be held at 4:00
p.m. and the doubles at ap
proximately 4:30 p.m. Charlotte
Hall is paired with Jacque Nixon
for the women’s singles and the
team of Charlotte Hall-Jeanne
L arscheid w ill play M au ra
G illoo n M arg ie Allen for the
women’s doubles championship.
In the men’s singles, Bruce
Brackenridge will play either
Don Boya, Bob Fritz, or Paul
Kay. Following that match, the
teams of Ossie Holway-Bob Fritz
will play Bruce Brackenridge
and John Dreher

The Vikes are No I with us at Sabre
and

Sabre Lanes is No. I in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 — Come and visit us

